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Resources



Resources

University of Miami virtual lab for Mplus:
https://vlabs.it.miami.edu/

Text editor
https://www.sublimetext.com/

R: Mplusautomation

https://www.statmodel.com/usingmplusviar.shtml

Mplus website:
https://www.statmodel.com/

https://vlabs.it.miami.edu/
https://www.sublimetext.com/
https://www.statmodel.com/usingmplusviar.shtml
https://www.statmodel.com/


Introduction: EFA

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA): Determine number of latent
variables that explains covariance among observed, manifest,
variables.

Continuous latent variabales also referred to as factors and the
maifest variables are referred to as indicators (can be
non-continuous level of measurement).

EFA: informs about factors for tentative items on underlying scale,
and which items have “loadings” on the scale.

The main goals are to discover the number factors on a scale and
salience of factor loadings (small loadings and large error variances
candidates for removal).



Fit Statistics

Joint criteria is recommended
e.g., CFI Ø .96 & SRMR Æ .10

1 Loglikelihood: compares nested models (deviance)
H0 Value: null model p < .05

2 Information Criteria: non-nested models
AIC, BIC, SBIC: smallest value

3 RMSEA and SRMR
value < .05

4 CFI/TLI: (comparative fit index & Tucker-Lewis Index1)
value > .95
literature can support values above .90 as acceptable

5 ‰2 test for baseline
Baseline is a null model p < .05

1NNFI is another name for TLI



Research Question

A random sample of respondents (n = 600) are collected for a
scale with 11 subtests.

How many latent traits are measured by these subtests?

First, divide the sample in half—unless you have a second dataset
as your calibration sample. One way is to randomly sample
observations from approximately 50% of the dataset.

1 Run Mplus EFA on calibration sample
2 Revise if needed (example: cross-loadings and/or remove

factor with only two-items)
3 Rerun Mplus EFA



Data file: correlation matrix

R: corr_matrix <- cor(<matrix/dataframe object>)



MPlus input file

EFA 1 3;

Declares 1 as minimum number of factors and 3 as highest factor
interested in testing.



MPlus output



MPlus output



MPlus output

Issue of over-specification or overfactoring where solutions attempt
to extract too many factors (see on the output there are only 2
factors but the input requested 3). The numerical solution was
found.



MPlus output

Note: do not use rules of thumb ("eigenvalues greater than 1 are
factors") for judging factors. A modified parallel analysis should be
conducted by iteratively updating hypothesis for number of factors.

Zopluoglu, C., & Davenport Jr, E. C. (2017). A note on using eigenvalues in dimensionality assessment. Practical
Assessment, Research, and Evaluation, 22(1), 7.



MPlus output

EFA 1 factor:



MPlus output

EFA 1 factor:

Notice the ‰2 test as evidence against the null hypothesis:
H0: one factor accounts for all 11 variables’ correlations.
Examine other fit indices as well, especially with large samples.



MPlus output

EFA 2 factors:



MPlus output

EFA 2 factors:



MPlus output: correlations between indicators & factors

Diagrammer can be used if rerun model as a CFA with MODEL with
covariance matrix, not correlation.



EFA model: values = coe�cient (SE)



Data file: response data

Missing data: -9999



input file



MPlus output



MPlus output



MPlus output



MPlus output

t-value’s indicate cross-loadings: SE and theory most important
when deciding how to handle large, significant cross-loadings.
Cudeck has published helpful articles on this topic.



Data file: categorical data

If unranked then be sure that indicators are converted into a set of
binary variables. Also check out mixture modeling on the Mplus
website in references section.



input file: categorical data



MPlus output



MPlus output



Thank you!
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